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Abstract

The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) provides sparse bases for natural sig-
nal and image processing. DWT is particularly successful for noise removal [1].
Recently, algorithms based on wavelet-domain hidden Markov models (HMMs)
have demonstrated excellent performance for image �ltering, segmentation and
detection [2, 3].

HMM-based algorithms seem to take more advantage of the "clustering"
and "persistence" properties of wavelet coeÆcients around image features, such
as edges. They enable statistical dependencies modeling and coeÆcients' non
Gaussian behaviour assessment.

Wavelets also have recently re-emerged as well as eÆcient compression and
noise �ltering tools [4] in seismics (originally the �eld "wavelets" came from).
Some authors have remarked that, although seismic traces usually appear as
naturally made of physical wavelets, seismic images are more eÆciently rep-
resented by short local bases such as the Local Cosine Transform [5]. These
short local bases are believed to be more eÆcient at capturing seismic oscillary
patterns (similar to textures for natural images).

The superiority of lapped transform (LT) over wavelets may come from ad-
ditional design degrees of freedom and sharper frequency attenuation properties
of the M �lters (potentially reducing aliasing throughout the subbands). One
other interesting feature is based on [6]: the dyadic remapping property. When
the number of channels M is a power of 2, the transformed coeÆcients may be
rearranged into an octave-like representation. Experiments demonstrate that
the resulting "scales" still bear interesting clustering and persistance proper-
ties, while keeping superior oscillatory pattern preservation.

As a consequence, we propose here to use hidden Markov models with lapped
transforms, relying on [2, 3]. Special care is taken in the design of the LT used,
to assess the anisotropic shape of some seismic surveys.

Figure 1 demonstrate the potential improvement of LT based HMMs: seismic
data (Fig. 1-left) is corrupted with random noise with known statistics (25 dB).
It is �ltered with a 8-channel 16-tap biorthogonal lapped transform (GLBT) [7]
and a 16-tap 3-level Daubechies wavelet. The residual noise after �ltering is
displayed (on the same magnitude scale) on Fig. 1 (center and right). Although
the objective SNRs are quite similar after �ltering (31.8 and 31.0 dB resp.), the
center panel (LT) exhibits a more random residual noise than the right panel
(wavelet), where ripples (i. e. lost information) show up clearly, as a result of
poorer oscillatory pattern preservation.
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Figure 1: Original data (left) and remaining noise after �ltering (center: 8� 2
GLBT; right: db8 wavelet).
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